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INTRODUCTION

Smaller telecom operators and MVNOs tend to share the same operational
concerns in respect of Fraud Management and Revenue Assurance (RA) as the
larger tier 1 operators.

However, the smaller operator segment is exposed to quite a different set of
challenges in order to achieve similar results in these areas.

These challenges include:

§ Operational resource availability

§ Infrastructure

§ Finance

§ Capabilities

All of these will impact the results that can be achieved by Fraud and Revenue
Assurance (RA) teams within the smaller organisations.

Frequently smaller operators and MVNOs fail to recognise the importance of
Fraud and RA systems, or try and create in-house solutions, often leading to
increased financial losses when incidents do occur.
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The Impact of Fraud
on Smaller Operators and MVNOs



Recent surveys on fraud such as the CFCA fraud loss survey (2017) highlight how fraud is still
a major issue for Operators, with 82% of the respondents stating that fraud losses had only
slightly decreased within their own organisations year on year. The headline figure for the
industry extrapolated from the results of the survey show that respondents believe overall
fraud losses have increased to 2-3% of the global telecom revenue base (from 1-2% in 2013).

The percentage loss for smaller Operators and MVNOs will in many cases be much higher than
2-3%, as that average figure is lowered by the influence of the major Tier 1 European and US
Operators, who make significant investment on fraud management tools and resources, so can
maintain fraud losses below 0.25% of revenue on an annual basis.

Many smaller tier 2 and tier 3 Operators, MVNOs, new entrants and emerging market players,
have reported fraud losses of between 4-6% of revenues. Figures, which can have a significant
impact on a smaller Operator or MVNO trying to maximise profits and their own growth
potential.

OPERATORS HAVE REPORTED FRAUD LOSSES OF 
4-6% OF REVENUES 
“
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It is known that Fraudsters will often target Smaller Operators and MVNOs, aware that their
internal resources, processes and fraud detection systems are generally not as robust and
effective as most larger Operators, and consequently allowing fraudulent activity to continue
for longer so that they can maximise their profits.

Reported fraud incidents consistently show that even over short time periods, these events can
result in losses of hundreds of thousands, or in extreme cases, millions of dollars to an
Operator.

In one particular fraud incident involving an MVNO, an International Revenue Share Fraud
(IRSF) attack went undetected for 77 hours, with a total loss to the victim operator of $US2.13
million.²

While fraud losses at this level are significant for any Operator, many larger Tier
1 organisations can manage the impact of them. However, an incident on a similar scale,
targeting a smaller Operator is likely to result in a more serious financial impact, sometimes
taking years to recover from.

AN IRSF ATTACK COST THE VICTIM OPERATOR 
$US 2.13 MILLION.
“

62 This case study can be downloaded from www.xintec.com
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4 Reasons 
For Choosing the Right Tools 



Implementing a system to manage revenue risk should be a priority for any Operator. However,
there are many issues and challenges that must be considered to ensure that any system
selected is fit for purpose in respect of the specific requirements of the Operator involved.
The focus must be on doing this effectively and efficiently to gain the best result for the
organisation.

Traditional fraud systems have historically been designed with large-scale tier
1 operations in mind. With large databases and complex network infrastructures, such systems
are normally expensive, difficult to install and maintain, and requiring resource intensive
support.

Smaller Operators do not generally have the infrastructure, resource or available skillsets to
manage such solutions, and although scaled-down options are being proposed, these often still
have high Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) impacts.

Selecting a cut-down version of a tier 1 supplier system, designed for a greater level of
infrastructure and support, can impede cost-effectiveness in the long term.

It is essential for smaller Operators and MVNOs to remove the need for high-cost
infrastructure and support systems, without compromising on detection and prevention
techniques and methodologies.

Smaller Operators and MVNOs have a higher risk exposure, more specifically related to the
impact of financial losses, and therefore have a greater need to optimise cost and operational
structures now. The smaller Operator or MVNO should benefit from an efficient ROI combined
with a low TCO to ensure they gain maximum benefit from their investment.

Smaller Operators and MVNOs have a higher risk exposure, more specifically related to the
impact of financial losses, and therefore have a greater need to optimise cost and operational
structures now. The smaller Operator or MVNO should benefit from an efficient ROI combined
with a low TCO to ensure they gain maximum benefit from their investment.
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RE A SO N  #  1 :  CO ST
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Establishing an effective and efficient fraud operation within a smaller Operator can be a
challenging task. Smaller providers tend to be restricted in the number of resources they can
make available and even then, often lack sufficient skilled expertise in the Fraud and Revenue
Assurance area.

Without access to fundamental knowledge of the Telco operational architecture, data
structures, services and operational threats, it is almost impossible to implement the effective
operational infrastructure to provide adequate protection against fraud.

Many organisations however do not have time to develop staff into these roles or cannot obtain
experienced personnel with the required skillsets with the limited budgets available. Often
smaller Operators and MVNOs in these situations tend to establish Fraud Management or
Revenue Assurance operations based on their limited knowledge or experience in these areas,
which can result in a focus only on issues previously experienced and supported by relatively
ineffective in-house created reporting systems.

RE A SO N  #  2  :  O P E RA T I O N S

DUE TO THE CONSTANTLY CHANGING TECHNOLOGY
ENVIRONMENT WE WORK IN, OUR INDUSTRY RISK
PROFILE IS CHANGING ALMOST MONTH TO MONTH,
SO MANY OF THE OUTDATED AND MANUAL
APPROACHES TO REVENUE RISK MANAGEMENT ARE
SIMPLY NO LONGER PRACTICAL.

“
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Similarly, many in-house developed systems which may have been ‘fit for purpose’ for specific
revenue risk management issues when implemented, will have become difficult to maintain and
adapt to today’s constantly changing risk environment.

What is recommended to meet these operational constraints are rich analytical tools that allow
the Operator to quickly establish an operational risk detection and management function with
minimal user experience, can be fine tuned by the analysts to improve effectiveness and
efficiency.

The system should deliver immediate value from the day it is implemented, thereafter allowing
the user to optimise operational efficiency in the day-to-day operation as their experience
grows over time.



The issue of technical architecture is one of the biggest challenges for smaller Operators and
MVNOs wanting to establish effective risk management practices.
Advancing technology in a competitive marketplace can present obvious difficulties for smaller
operations competing with the larger providers, but it also presents an internal challenge in
establishing optimal operations.

As mentioned previously the traditional risk management system vendors created their
solution architecture with large Tier 1 operators in mind. These operators would have specialist
components that would support any system implementation. Vast technical support, along with
implementation and project resources would normally be available to support any project
during the lifecycle of the solution.

Risk teams would have multiple resources to manage each step of the process and be able to
deal with the complexity of the solution. Therefore, these systems would have significant
technical requirements, such as large data warehouses, significant hardware, technical support
teams, configuration and coding specialists etc.

The solutions would also be configured with multiple products, services and markets in mind,
utilising an array of combinations of analytics to perform the same task in multiple ways.

However, for the smaller Operator, many of these specifications are redundant. Mass
resources to support such implementations are not available, cost and scale restraints tend to
drive streamlined service and network infrastructures, whereas product and service
capabilities tend to be more focussed or compressed to drive customer value and profitability.
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RE A SO N  #  3 :  T E CHN O L O G Y
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The Final hurdle to be progressed for any smaller Operator or MVNO looking to implement a
risk management operation and solution is that of functional capabilities.

If the Operator decides to self-build an operational solution capability, this is where the size
and scale of the operation can seriously impede any effectiveness. Finding the appropriate
resource internally to create and manage any reporting or alerting infrastructure is difficult,
especially with clashes of priorities and responsibilities. Even in situations where this resource
is available, development of the appropriate controls, monitoring or reporting can be limited
due to lack of knowledge of the issues or understanding of the mechanisms needed to achieve
the goal.

In addition, in the case of a simple self-built control or reporting system, the lifecycle of such a
system is limited, as risks change and develop over time and constant management and
updating of such solutions are needed.

RE A SO N  #  4 :  CA P A B I L I T I E S
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WHERE DOES THIS LEAVE
THE TRADITIONAL FMS PROVIDERS?



As these solutions have been built with large operations in mind, they are usually highly
complex systems, with multiple capabilities embedded into their architecture and are designed
around the large scale operator process, which can be much more complex and intricate then
necessary.

It is often found that where small operators have implemented such solutions, that a large
percentage of the functionality is actually redundant in terms of the day to day needs of a
smaller operator. This combined with the added complexity often included in the analysis and
decision making process usually means that the end user working for the smaller Operator is
overwhelmed and consequently inefficient.

A smaller Operator or MVNO should not be impacted on performance or capability by having a
third-party risk management solution. Software is there to be flexible and powerful at the same
time, enabling an Operator to implement exactly what is needed for its operational risk
environment. This tailoring of the system ensures that no capabilities are missed, and no
activity is wasted on non-relevant aspects, thus maximising both technological and process
operational efficiency.

But this methodology should not compromise on analytical capability. Profiling, distinct rules
and controls, reports and data queuing capability should all be included within the system to
ensure accurate and effective decision making in a timely manner.

As no pre-described process methodology is enforced on operational management, this also
allows the operational process to be tailored to suit each operator’s resource profile, thus again
maximising efficiency, which is essential for smaller Operators where resources are limited.
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KNOWLEDGE
SHARING



As everyone knows, two heads are better than one and organisations that have both in-house
and third-party fraud detection capabilities are the ones proved as being most effective at
preventing fraud attacks on their networks. Third-party vendors dedicated to fraud are at the
coalface of this battle, staying up to speed with the latest industry trends, and often in cases,
getting ahead of fraudsters across the globe.

Industry experts share the view that fraud and security threats will increase with the
expansion of the next generation IP-based networks, multiplying opportunities for new-fangled
ways to defraud telecom operators.

By working closer together and building trust at industry level, telecom operators, third-party
suppliers, and the all-important discussion forums and trade bodies, can address these
emerging market challenges from a position of strength. By bringing knowledge sharing back
to the fore, and by pooling information and resources about the latest trends in fraud and cyber
criminality with a non-competitive mindset, the vested interests of all key stakeholders will be
best served.

The challenges affecting Smaller Operators and MVNOs should in particular be taken into
account within industry knowledge sharing initiatives, as their risk exposure is oftentimes far
greater than that of Tier 1 players.
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CONCLUSION

The smaller Operators and MVNOs worldwide should be empowered to achieve the same level
of risk avoidance and prevention as larger-scale operators, with risk management software
tailored to the needs of their market space.

We believe that smaller operators should not have to compromise or tolerate inefficient or
ineffective systems that do not meet their operational need, purpose or direction. They should
have the opportunity to enjoy operational risk management with optimal efficiency in cost,
resource and capability, allowing the smaller Operator and MVNO to manage their risks
effectively.

Therefore, our purpose is to enable smaller Operators and MVNOs to improve and reduce their
financial exposure to risks in the short and long term, without significant impact on resource
or financial cost.
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